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Introduction
September is here, and it’s that time of the year again: 

end of summer holidays, going back to work refuelled, 
catching-up and strategising about the busiest time of 

the year. 
 
August marked a pivotal milestone for the clean energy 
transition. On 9 August, the Intergovernmental Panel 
on Climate Change (IPCC) – UN’s climate science body – 
released the first part of its 6th Assessment Report Climate 
Change 2021: The Physical Science Basis. Seven years after 
the body’s latest release, the evidence is clearer than ever 
and makes us think twice before we celebrate this latest 
unexpected heatwave – especially since extreme weather 
conditions across Europe made their appearance over 
the summer in the form of high temperatures possibly 
expediting wildfires, and in the form of unprecedented 
floods.  
 
Our industry should not be afraid to talk about climate 
change, and needs to speak-up louder than ever. That’s 
what we do, that’s why we’re here for. Therefore, this 
September we are not experiencing autumn blues. On the 
contrary, we are excited to get back to work and continue 
facilitating the clean energy transition the Pexapark way: 
making the life of a clean energy decision maker easier with 
the right tools.

Back to business, Europe continues experiencing soaring 
energy prices. Pexapark’s Price Indices show just how much 
long-term power prices have benefited on the back of bull-
ish commodity prices. This should hopefully translate into 
healthier PPA transaction volumes, particularly in regions 

– notably in the Nordics – where prices have been moving 
sideways at low levels for a long time. 

PPA deal making remained at similar levels, with a signif-
icant increase in the contracted capacity. Unsurprisingly, 
the trend of cross-border and baseload PPAs continued as 
buyers become more demanding, and there will be more 
news on that front. At Pexapark, we’ve had a busy summer 
growing and coming up with exciting products, so bear with 
us – the cat will be out of the bag soon! 

In this issue, you will also find insights of how a CFO views 
the ever evolving renewables market, and the trends that 
will shape the next five years of the industry.  

As always, our door is open for a chat about our findings. 
Please reach out to hello@pexapark.com to speak to our 
in-house experts in more detail should you wish.   

Enjoy the reading, and happy new season! 

PEXAPARK TEAM
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Price Index — August 2021

Each month, our in-house Quant expert offers 
his commentary on the wholesale energy price 
drivers impacting PPA prices.

Fuel & Power Price Recap 
Price performance in August was strong across the entire 
European energy complex. Widely publicised, hurricane Ida 
massively gathered strength over the Gulf of Mexico, forcing 
>90% of oil platforms to shut down, generally helping bullish 
sentiment.
 
Gas markets remained on the edge, due to continued 
uncertainty over the start of operation of the Nordstream 2 
pipeline. The Higher Regional Court of Düsseldorf, Germany 
ruled that the operator of the pipeline could not be granted 
an exception to EU regulations stipulating that gas suppliers 
and pipeline owners need to be legally separate. Nervosity was 
further fuelled by a brief drop of volumes through the Yamal 
pipeline due to a fire in a Gazprom processing plant. Last but 
not least, Gazprom provoked further supply fears when it stated 
that domestic Russian gas storage levels are at 10-year low, 
requiring massive flows to replenish until the beginning of the 
heating season. Against this backdrop of bullish news, the Title 
Transfer Facility (TTF) for cal22 delivery moved from 27.39 EUR/
MWh to 33.52 EUR/MWh - a  22.4% gain.

Coal price gains for ARA (Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Antwerp) 
delivery followed the lead of gas, adding 19.9% to 114.21 USD/t, 
as it becomes increasingly clear that coal will be the fuel of last 
resort until Europe will have put the vagaries of the gas market 
behind itself.

Carbon contracts for Dec’21 delivery gained 14.0% to 60.72 
EUR/t, for the first time surpassing the psychologically relevant 
60EUR/t level. Price action in gas and coal continues to fuel 
price volatility in carbon, whereby increases in projected coal 
usage translate into more demand for EU Allowances (EUAs). 
On top of this effect, EUA prices were helped by a reduced 
auction schedule.

Index Recap
On the back of the above mentioned drivers, most Pexapark 
indices exhibited strong performance, with our EURO index 
gaining 9.3% to 50.77 EUR/MWh. Most country indices gained in 
the range of 8-9%, with UK staging a standout performance of 
17.4%, whereas Iberian indices were laggards with a 3.8% price 
gain. While front-end prices of Iberian price curves showed 
similarly aggressive price gains as the rest of Europe, back 
end prices adjusted only very sluggishly, putting a lid on price 
moves of our 10-year indices.

Head of Transaction Products

Commentary by:
WERNER TRABESINGER
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All prices in EUR/MWh

10 YEAR PPA INDEX PRICES
August 2021

AUGUST JULY % CHANGE

EURO 50,7 46,4 ▲ 9,3%

France 52,7 48,9 ▲  7,8%

GB 66,8 56,9 ▲ 17,4%

Germany 54,7 49,9 ▲  9,5%

Italy 54,7 50,3 ▲  8,9%

Netherlands 51,7 47,5 ▲  8,8%

Nordics 31,1 28,8 ▲  8,1%

Poland 70,5 65,2 ▲  8,2%

Portugal 31,2 30,0 ▲ 3,8%

Spain 31,3 30,2 ▲ 3,7%

https://connect.pexapark.com/user/10354
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European PPA Deal Tracker 
August 2021
Deal making remained at the same 
levels, but contracted capacity more 
than doubled.

Although August witnessed the 
same deal count as the month before, 
with eight deals in total, the month 
saw 530MW of new PPA-contracted 
capacity. The figure indicates  an 
additional 206MW with respect to July, 
which saw a total of 324MW of PPAs, 
achieving a 63% month-on-month 
increase by capacity.

Most of the deals signed were in 
the Nordic countries with Statkraft 
offtaking most of the capacity. With 
the strategy of increasing its presence 
in the region, the Norwegian energy 
company signed its first deals in 
Finland with Acquila Capital for the 
output of two onshore wind farms. 
The aim is to supply its industrial 
and commercial customers with the 
expected 350GWh annual production.

Axpo has signed its largest PPA in 
Western and Eastern Europe to date, 
for 50% of the output of a 600MW 
onshore wind portfolio in Romania. 
The deal between Axpo and CEZ is 
also the first PPA reported to date in 
Romania.

We also observe Deutsche Bahn’s 
increasing interest in hydroelectric 
power to help reach its target of 80% 
green power by 2030. During August, 
the German railway operator signed 
two hydro PPAs, in Norway and 
Germany, for a total capacity of 41MW. 
The Norwegian deal with Statkraft is 
the operator’s first cross-border PPA. 

Following Deutsche Bahn’s move, 
we expect further cross-border PPAs 
to be signed between Germany 
and the Nordics given the opening 
of NordLink – a  direct power cable 
between the two countries – in May. 
Through this new connection, Norway 
would be able to export hydro power 
to plug shortfalls in the German 
system caused by intermittency of 
solar and wind, and Germany would 
supply Norway with its excess wind 
generation.  

Advisory Team

Commentary by:
LAMA BOU AKL

12-MONTHS ROLLING MONTHLY CAPACITY OF DEALS (MW)

12-MONTHS ROLLING MONTHLY NUMBER OF DEALS 

+63%
(206MW)
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MAIN BUYERS AND SELLERS IN THE MONTH OF AUGUST 2021
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For real time data click here

AUGUST 2021 HIGHLIGHTS

PPA Leaderboard 

# Country MW

1     United States 1135

2     Romania 600

3     Finland  112

# Company MW

1    Axpo 600

2    Microsoft 430

3    AEP Energy 360

TOP PPA COUNTRIES TOP PPA SELLERS TOP PPA BUYERS

August 2021

Every month we feature a PPA Leaderboard on our platform 
for renewable energy professionals - PexaConnect. It’s a 
community driven initiative meaning that members of the 
platform contribute by adding PPA Deals and Assets to 
the directory on PexaConnect each month. Based on this 
information we put together a monthly PPA Leaderboard to 
give you an insight into what happened on the renewable 
energy market in the previous month. 

If you’re a registered member you can view the full Leaderboard 
for each month as well as contribute to give yourself or your 
company the visibility of various market activities. You can sign 
up for free here. 

Below is a preview of the top sellers, buyers and countries in the 
month of August:

14

300

42

111

32

30

August Capacity (MW)

14 300

# Company MW

1    CEZ Group 600

2    Ørsted 430

3    Doral Renewables LLC 360

https://pexapark.com/pexaquote-freemium/ 
https://connect.pexapark.com/leaderboard
https://connect.pexapark.com/leaderboard
https://connect.pexapark.com/leaderboard
https://connect.pexapark.com/leaderboard
https://connect.pexapark.com/auth
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Topic Spotlight
European Offshore Wind: 
Further PPA growth on the horizon

Despite the constraints posed by COVID-19 in the past 
year, Europe declared a record amount of EUR26.3 
billion (£22.5bn US$31bn) of investments in offshore 
wind farms to finance 7.1GW of new offshore in the 
upcoming years. 

Europe now has 116 offshore wind farms in total across 
12 countries. Most countries dominating the market – 
Denmark, Germany, and the Netherlands – have opted for 
tender-based subsidies, whereas Belgium grants offshore 
farms tradeable green certificates. In countries where 
tenders are adopted, auction prices for offshore wind have 
been decreasing, increasing the competitiveness of the 
technology relative to other renewables and even fossil fuels.

The first German tender in 2017 inaugurated the 
appearance of zero-subsidy bids in the sector, with the 
trend having repeated in the country’s follow-up tender in 
2018. After the 2017 German tender, the Dutch government 
started accepting zero-subsidy bids while taking some 
risks on behalf of the developers such as the cost of grid 
connection. Vattenfall will develop the first subsidy-free 
offshore wind farm in the Netherlands, Holladse Kust Zuid 
by 2022.

Germany and the Netherlands were the first countries 
to witness fully merchant farms, partly due to the extra 
cost reductions achieved by exploiting nearer shore sites 
and due to the assumption of grid connection costs from 
government authorities. With this phenomenon spreading 
across different European countries, we expect an increase 
in offshore PPAs as developers will look for alternative long-
term guarantees to obtain the needed financing.

New countries are also looking at taking advantage of the 
technology’s potential. France aims to have 2.4GW offshore 
wind farms in operation by 2023 and up to 6.2GW by 2028, as 
a strategy to decrease its reliance on nuclear power. Similar 
actions are being taken by Poland, Greece and the Baltics  – 
Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania. With offshore wind becoming 
merchant and PPAs approaching the mainstream in the 
sector, the technology will no longer be fully concentrated in 
the North Sea; rather, it is becoming a promising industry on 
the pan-European level.

Advisory Team

Commentary by:
LAMA BOU AKL

WIND FARM COUNTRY BUYER SELLER YEAR SIZE (MW) TENOR

Undisclosed Belgium Air Liquide TotalEnergies 2021 Undisclosed 15

Amrumbank West Germany Deutsche Bahn RWE 2021 50 15

Barrow GB OVO Energy Orsted 2021 90 Undisclosed

Undisclosed GB Amazon Undisclosed 2021 350 Undisclosed

Horns Rev 2 Denmark Danfoss Orsted 2021 27 10

Hollandse Kust Zuid Netherlands Air Liquide Vattenfall 2021 25 15

Hollandse Kust Noord Netherlands Amazon Shell 2021 250 Undisclosed

Borkum Riffgrund 3 Germany Amazon Orsted 2020 250 10

Amrumbank West Germany Deutsche Bahn RWE 2020 15

Seemade Belgium Borealis Eneco 2020 235 10

Northwester 2 Belgium Ineos Engie 2020 84 10

Seagreen GB Statkraft SSE Renewables 2020 570 20

Race Bank GB Nestlé Orsted 2020 31 15
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LP: Who are the players best positioned to be the winners 
in the renewable energy markets over the next 10 years? 

Sascha Bibert: I can name four exemplary competencies 
that I see as crucial to succeed and be among the winners. 

First, I would agree with the consensus view that 
renewables is a very exciting growth market, certainly when 
it comes to the volume opportunities. However, this growth 
opportunity needs to be managed, which is easier said than 
done. Among others, you need to have the right mindset, 
tools and organisational set-up, including the ability to 
recruit and retain the best talent. Where do the best people 
go to?

Second, while growth seems abundant, there is already 
hefty competition in the market for good wind and solar 
projects, putting pressure on expected returns. Therefore, 
being able to price competitively without destroying value 
is another competence needed, requiring  a certain scale, 
as well as reliable data, and the ability to process this data 
throughout your organisation. 

Thirdly, end-to-end execution is key, including a state-of-
the-art risk management. You need to be absolutely clear 
about which risks you are taking, which of those you want 
to warehouse, and which ones you want to offload in order 
to achieve the target returns.  

Finally, winners need to be very close to their key 
stakeholders, which can be both global and local in nature.  
Such are global sourcing partners or capital providers, and 
local authorities for permitting.  

In a nutshell, winners will be able to better manage growth 
than their peers, they will exhibit superior risk management 
skills applying them in an end-to-end perspective, and 
finally will be masters in switching between both a global 
and a local perspective.  

In Conversation with:
Sascha Bibert, Senior Advisor, 
former CFO, and member of 
Pexapark’s Advisory Board 

This month, our COO Luca Pedretti sat down with 
Sascha Bibert to discuss a CFO’s outlook of how the 
renewables market is evolving. What does it take to 

succeed in the clean energy ecosystem – and why should 
one view as such? What are the questions we need to 
have the answer to within the next five years? 

Sascha has a wealth of experience in setting strategic cours-
es for the energy transition and fuelling growth via debt and 
equity capital as former CFO of multi-billion energy compa-
nies such as Uniper and Enerjisa, as well as senior executive 
manager of EEW and E.On. and is a CFA and CCrA charter-
holder.  
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LP: How are utilities changing their business model to 
adapt to renewable energy markets? 
SB: Looking at the above exemplary competencies I think 
traditional utilities have an edge in some areas, but will need 
to adapt in others. 

Many of today’s exposed renewables companies have some 
kind of legacy in the utility or oil & gas industry. They are 
certainly experienced with complex regulation schemes, 
and are used to manage price risks in more or less liquid 
markets. While this legacy provides advantages, other 
aspects of their history will be a burden, since carbon - 
intensive activities – either their own or their customers’ 

- will continue to persist for years to come, resulting in a 
need to manage two different businesses under the same 
roof. This will lead to many portfolio discussions, with some 
arguing for a clean-cut through disposals, and others 
highlighting the need to preserve some of the old assets as 
they are still needed both for the company and the system 
transition. 

Next to the company-specific legacy, the degree of 
change required will also depend on the perspective of 
the renewables market going forward. If you consider 
renewables to be just another generation technology –
and in comparison to traditional technologies not the 
most complicated one – then you may find the transition 
relatively easy, with little need for adaption. But maybe 
you would be mistaken. If on the other side you see a new 
ecosystem, with disintermediation and disaggregation of 
value chains, compounded by surprise political decisions, 
things may be tougher, as you may then face different 
competitors, e.g. tech companies, or may lose your customer 
access. 

Therefore, I expect traditional utilities to continue to be 
part of the growing renewables market, however some will 
lose market share at the minimum in the case where the 
adaption is not sufficiently fast or far reaching enough.  

LP: Will renewable energy players become utilities? 
SB: If this means that renewable players need to 
professionalise and grow also because this industry will 
see a higher degree of commoditisation, then yes, at least 
to some extent. But for now, the agility and stakeholder 
proximity of many smaller pure plays provides them with 
good opportunities. If this means that you need to be active 
in all parts of the value chain, then no. It is however crucial 
to have a holistic understanding of the entire value chain, 
also acknowledging that in some areas those value chains 
are just in the process of being formed. 

Similarly, you need to have a holistic understanding of the 
risk spectrum. Take the example of a renewable energy 
company with a legacy on the development & construction 
side. This company will now be faced with traded energy 
markets, which is a very different game compared to the 
bilateral/fixed exposures those companies may have had in 
the past.

LP: As a CFO, in what areas would you have a very detailed 
look before closing a PPA?
SB: In my view, PPAs are a very important instrument to 

facilitate the energy transition. For buyers they support 
planning and reduction of  their environmental footprint, for 
sellers they secure revenues and help with the financing of 
projects. As a CFO, I generally start with a ‘why?’, or ‘what 
are you trying to achieve?’ question. Specifically, with PPAs I 
want to be crystal-clear, what exposures are to be offloaded, 
and what exposures should remain. The resulting exposure 
must then fit to our overall risk strategy, and must equally 
fall within our risk bearing capacity.  

Detailed discussions would, for example, evolve around the 
remaining basis risk, or other mismatches. Additionally, I 
would want to understand non-price related risk elements, 
such as credit and liquidity risk, using a ‘what if’ thinking. 
What happens in case of changes in the rating? Does this 
have knock-on effects on the bankability? What happens in 
case the underlying asset changes hands? 

How much flexibility is foreseen? Overall PPAs can be an 
excellent instrument to tailor an exposure to your needs, 
competencies and ultimately risk bearing capacity. If done 
well, then PPAs allow different parties with very different 
skills and targets to cooperate in order to produce and 
consume clean energy. This is also the reason why I am very 
optimistic about the prospects of Pexapark, and its ability to 
significantly contribute towards a cleaner energy market.  

 LP: In 5 years from now, looking back, what will we be 
surprised about?
SB: Since I can’t know what I don’t know, the best I can do 
is to share a few questions of which I am curious about the 
answer in five years’ time.

First, will we see completely new players in the league tables, 
also beyond new entrants that are at the horizon already 
today like the oil & gas majors, or Tesla? 

Second, and possibly connected, will we see large ticket 
M&A activity or rather a focus on organic developments? 

Thirdly, in hindsight, which risks will turn out to be severely 
under-priced? For example, will we learn of material 
weaknesses in blades, foundations or panels leading to 
expensive exchanges or even plant failures? 

Fourthly, and admittedly unlikely in a five-year time-frame, 
but for me still very interesting, will we see a genuine new 
technology that disrupts the market, and/or a new business 
model? 
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Events: September 2021 

01

03

02

04

BOOK HERE BOOK HERE

Key events & webinars not to miss this month.

EVENTS AT HUSUM WIND

PPA ACADEMY: ADVANCED WEBINAR: GOING BEYOND PPAS – A CEO’S 

APPROACH TO SECURING REVENUES IN 

TOMORROW’S MARKETS 

EXPERT DISCUSSION: PPA SOURCING 
@SOLAR ASSET MANAGEMENT EUROPE 2021

— 14-17 September
— Husum, Germany

— Date: 29-30 September, 13:00-17:00 CET  
— Location: Online — Date: 5 October, 15:00 CET 

— Location: Online

— 15-16 September
— Frankfurt, Germany

Are you going to be at HUSUM Wind 2021?
Make sure to drop by our booth 4A22 in Hall 4, grab a coffee 
and chat with our Advisory Team.
We have exciting activities and events lined up, in 
collaboration with our partner, Vestas.

Want to set up a 1-1 meeting ahead of time?
Email us at hello@pexapark.com

Learn from our PPA professionals with over 12GW of PPA 
transaction experience how to optimise your PPAs to 
achieve the best price to risk ratio for your business.  

The course is ideal if you have been involved in PPA activity 
and would like to skill up and master PPAs in post subsidy 
renewable markets.

BOOK HEREBOOK HERE

Pexapark joins an expert panel on PPA Sourcing to discuss 
changes in power purchase agreement dynamics and the 
bankability of various PPA options. Learn from experiences 
of Pexapark, Glennmont, Encavis and ABN Amro on how to 
keep an overview of your revenue streams. Afterwards, drop 
by Pexapark Lounge at Networking Drinks to chat more 
about PPAs. Our calendars are open for 1-1 meetings! Simply 
e-mail us at hello@pexapark.com 

Do not miss this high caliber webinar hosted by Pexapark 
and inspiratia as an introduction to the 2021 Subsidy-free 
Renewable & Offshore Wind Conference. Get insights into 
the big trends and developments in the European PPA 
markets from CEOs of Pexapark, Encavis and Glennmont. 

Find out how these CEOs optimise asset revenue to stay on 
top of the renewables market volatility and risks. 

https://go.pexapark.com/advanced-academy-sep 
https://go.pexapark.com/advanced-academy-sep 
https://go.pexapark.com/inspiratia-pexapark-webinar 
https://go.pexapark.com/inspiratia-pexapark-webinar 
mailto:hello%40pexapark.com?subject=
https://bit.ly/3jwnf4M 
https://bit.ly/3jwnf4M 
https://husumwind.com/en/
https://husumwind.com/en/
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Our Methodology

PEXA INDICES
The indices by country are calculated 
as the weighted average of technology 
specific 10 year pay-as-produced 
benchmark prices. The weight in 
respect of each technology is equal 
to newbuild renewable technology 
in relation to total newbuild across 
all technologies. The newbuild assets 
are determined for a rolling one-
year time window, starting on the 
reporting date using data published 
by BloombergNEF. 

TERM DEFINITION

Annual Baseload PPA Contract
A contract that commits to buy a fixed volume of energy for every hour over the year. 
This implies that the difference between the actual volume produced and the fixed 
volume payed by the contract has to be settled at the spot market inducing a cost or 
gain for the seller. 

Pay-as-produced Sale of electricity at a fixed price regardless of market prices; a fixed price is paid for 
any volume produced.

PPA
Power Purchase Agreement. Financially settled contracts agreed between a buyer 
and seller at a fair price for the electricity produced by a particular wind or solar 
facility over a particular time horizon. These PPAs can vary structurally.

Contracts for difference A contract for differences (CFD) is a financial contract that pays the differences 
between the settled spot price and the pre-agreed fixed price. 

Pay-as-bid
Pay-as-bid pricing mechanisms are the most common approach in renewable 
energy auctions. The project developer’s remuneration is dictated by the developer’s 
own bid.

Title Transfer Facility (TTF)
TTF is the Dutch gas trading hub, which is the de-facto benchmark for European gas 
prices and the most liquid market. Volumes are trading both over the counter [OTC] 
and on exchanges.  

Calxx

Cal is short for ‘calendar year’ and refers to a yearly delivery period. For the calendar 
year baseload contract, delivery occurs continiously over the entire year. Shorter 
traded contracts are quarterly contracts [Q1-Q4] or monthly contracts. In gas & 
power, trades are always conducted on a forward basis, as one agrees today the price 
for a delivery happening in the future, contrary to buying on the spot markets. Most 
markets offer liquidity for 2-3 years into the future, and trading usually carries on 
until the last trading day prior to the start of delivery.

EU Allowances (EUAs)
EUA are climate carbon credits, also known as climate credits, which are traded in 
European Union’s Emissions Trading Scheme (EU ETS). Pro tip: Carbon price in EU 
ETS has increased ca 85% since the beginning of the year, from EUR33.69 per tonne 
on 1 January, to EUR62.31 per tonne on 6 September. 

GLOSSARY OF TERMS
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Disclaimer

This document contains general information about 
commercial and legal matters. . The information 
is not advice and should not be treated as such. 

The information is then provided “as is” without any 
representations or warranties, express or implied. 
Pexapark makes no representations or warranties in 
relation to the information provided in this document. 
You must not rely on the information as an alternative 

to legal advice from your attorney or other professional 
legal services provider. If you have any specif ic 
questions about any legal matter you should consult 
your attorney or other professional legal services 
provider. Nothing in this legal disclaimer will limit any 
of our liabilities in any way that is not permitted under 
applicable law or exclude any of our liabilities that may 
not be excluded under applicable law. 
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